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See recent and historic photos of the Presidential Council on Sport, Health and Nutrition. Content created by the Presidential Council on Sport, Fitness and Nutrition can match the craving for anything else a curry last reviewed on October 1, 2018? Seriously game your pork chop with these weeknight recipes. The most magical example of food art. All you have to do is make sure
you're ready to go with the right wine. No one is going to believe that you cooked it all by yourself. Salted porridge is the new breakfast worth getting out of bed before everyone feels the hanger is ready. For us, bread sauce is like a pleasant relaxing blanket for meat. Uncover London's best food secrets with #FoodNetworkFinds because everything tastes better in the bar form.
Stick a fork in me, I'm done. Kick off your ghost fest with these hairy-raisingly good platters. Life is grated. Cheese makes it better. Play with your food and make something fantastic for dinner tonight. Delicious roasts that are perfect for feeding the crowd. Spaghetti and meatballs, cakes and ice cream, bacon and bread = L.O.V.E. Cupcake Wars UK: No one behind the scenes is
judging you to keep a secret noodle stash. We have one too. From Andy Bates Budget-Friendly Meals to Winter Warmers Using Work Shop Wardrobe Staples . 89 of the best cocktails to celebrate winter. Treat yourself and your guests with delicious cocktails. Channel your inner baker with these mind-blowing culinary recipes. We're going crazy for courgettes! Forget nutella-
orange peel covers - it's always been about bacon. Twerking turkeys, genuine blankets and Christmas tacos abound pigs! Salads that are sad are not what we do best. They're soup-erb, photo sure. This site isn't available with the web and a little bit of software in your country, it's easier than ever to share your pictures online with someone, even if you don't know HTML and you've
never created a personal web page before! There are plenty of software that can automatically generate photo galleries for the web. Most of this software is free, or you can find this functionality built into the graphics program you already have-many photo editors and image management tools include web publishing features these days. Ariel Skelley/Getty Images Below Llinked is
a roundup of tutorials for creating web photo galleries in popular software, plus links to more software with features for creating HTML photo albums and thumbnail index pages, all complete with hyperlinks and ready to upload. With the following information and other guides, you won't have any excuse not to share your favorite photo collection online. After creating your photo
gallery, you still have to find the web-hosting provider and upload HTML files and images. You may also want to learn enough HTML to grow your pages and give them more of a personal disposition. Thanks for telling us! Tell us why! agate chalkedney Cryptocrystalline is quartz) that displays thick banding. is. Agate is also called sard or sardonix. Welcome to Adrian Pingstone
Rough and Polish Gemstone Pictures Gems Photo Gallery. See photos of rough and cut gems and learn about the chemistry of minerals. This photo gallery displays a variety of minerals used as gems. This 26.75 carat pillow-cut Alexandria is blue green in broad daylight and red purple in incandescent light. David Weinberg Alexandrit is a variety of chrysoberyl that displays light-
dependent color changes. The displacement of some aluminum by chromium oxide (green to red color gradation) is the result of color change. The stone also displays a strong playchromism, in which it appears to have different colors depending on the angle of view. This piece of gemstone photo gallery amber includes an insect inclusion. Although it's an organic material, Amber
is valued as a gemstone. Anne Helmstein is an ancient insect in this piece of amber. Amber fossil tree is juice or resin. Hans Grobe Amber, like pearls, is an organic gemstone. Sometimes insects or small mammals can also be found in fossil resin. This rough piece of amber contains an insect. Anne Helmstein Amber is an extremely soft gem that feels warm to the touch. Sapphire
is purple quartz, a silicate. The name for John Zander Sapphire derives from the Greek and Roman belief that stone helped protect against drunkenness. Utensils for alcoholic beverages were made from gems. The word is from Greek A- (no) and methastos (to intoxication). Sapphire is a purple form of quartz (crystal silicon dioxide). At one time, the purple color was attributed to
the presence of manganese, but it is now believed that the color derives from the interaction between iron and aluminum. Anne Helmstein If you heat the sapphire it turns yellow and is called citrin. Citrine (yellow quartz) also occurs naturally. Sapphire is purple quartz, which is silicon dioxide. Color can be derived from manganese or ferric thiocyanate or perhaps a reaction between
iron and aluminum. Nasser Khan, morguefile.com sapphire ranges in color from pale purple to dark purple. Color bands are common in samples of some areas. Heating causes the sapphire color to turn into yellow or gold, turning the nymph into citrin (yellow quartz). Ametrien is also known as tristein or bolivianite. Wela49, Wikipedia Commons is a variety of ametrion quartz that is
a mixture of sapphires (purple quartz) and citrin (yellow to orange quartz) so that the stone has bands of each color. Color elevation is due to oxidation of iron difference within crystals. Apatite phosphate is a name given to a group of minerals. OG59, Wikipedia Commons Apatite is a blue-green gemstone. Aquamarine is a transparent pale blue or turquoise variety of beryl. Vela49,
Wikipedia Commons Aquamarine gets its name for the Latin phrase Aqua Marine, which means sea water. This pale blue gemstone displays quality beryl (Be3Al2 (SiO3) 6) Hexagonal crystal system. Aventurain is a form of quartz that contains mineral inclusions that give a glistening effect known as aventura. Simon Eugster, Creative Commons Avenuen is a green gemstone that
displays aventura. Velvet beauty azurite from Bisby, Arizona, U.S. Cobalt123 is a blue copper mineral with the Flickr Azurit chemical formula Cu3 (CO3) 2 (OH) 2. It makes monoclinic crystals. Weather in Azuretey Malachite. Azurite is used as a pigment, in jewelry, and as a decorative stone. Crystals of azurete. Geri parent Azurit formula is a dark blue copper mineral with Cu3
(CO3) 2 (OH) 2. These rare barium titanium silicate are blue crystals of minerals called benitoite. Geri parent Benitoite is an unusual gemstone. This is a photo of Beryl Crystal from Gilgit, Pakistan. Giac83, Wikipedia Commons Beryl leads on a wide color border. Each color has its own name as a gemstone. It is a false colored electron micrograph of beryl crystal, a barylium
aluminum cyclosiliket with the chemical formula Be3Al2 (SiO3) 6. The mineral makes hexagonal crystals. THE USGS Denver Microm Laboratory Beryls includes Emerald (Green), Aquamarine (Blue), Morganite (Pink, Heliodor (Yellow-Green), Bixbyte (Red, Very Rare), and Goshenite (Pronounced). Carnelian is a red type of chalkedoni, which is cryptocrystalline silica. Wela49, the
Wikipedia Commons Carnelian Latin word meaning has derived its name from the horn because it is the same color as that organic content. The stone was widely used in the Roman Empire to sign seals and sign signature rings and seal documents to make. Aspect yellow chrysoberyl gemstone. David Weinberg is a mineral and gemstone with the Chrysoberil chemical formula
BeAl2O4. It crystallizes in the orthohombic system. It is most often found in shades of green and yellow, but there are brown, red and (rarely) blue specimens. This mineral is a polished nugget of cryokola. Chrysocola is a hydrated copper silicate. Grzegorz Framski faulted the crissockola for some people turquoise, a related gemstone. 58 carat aspect citrine. Wela49, Wikipedia
Commons is a variety of citrine quartz (silicon dioxide) that is in brown to golden yellow due to the presence of ferric impurities. Gemstone occurs naturally or can be obtained by heating purple quartz (sapphire) or smoky quartz. Cymofen or catsi displays chattogenesi due to needle-like inclusions of chrysobril rutile. David Wedgberg Catseye leads on a wide color border. Rough
octohearal diamond crystals. USGS Diamond Pure is a crystal form of fundamental carbon. Diamond is clear if no impurities exist. Colorful diamonds result from detecting the amount of elements in addition to carbon. This is a picture of an uncut diamond crystal. This is an AGS ideal cut diamond from Russia (Sergio Flauri). Salexmcc, Wikipedia Commons It is a one-factor
diamond. Diamond has more white fire than cubic zirconia and is much harder. Diamonds. Mario wikipedia.org Diamonds Diamonds Crystals of element carbon. The 858-carat galacha emerald is from the La Vega de San Juan mine in Gacha, Colombia. Thomas Ruedas panna is gem-quality beryl ((Be3Al2(SiO3)6) which is green to blue-green due to the presence of trace
amounts of chromium and sometimes vanadium. Uncut emerald crystals, a green gemstone beryl. Ryan Salisbury This is the picture of the rough emerald crystal. The emerald is in light green to dark green color. Columbia emerald crystal. Productos Digitals Movils Gems Photo Gallery These are florit crystals on display at the National History Museum in Milan, Italy. Florit mineral
is a crystal form of calcium fluoride. Giovanni Dell'Orto is an isometric mineral made of fluorescent or fluosper calcium fluoride. Photolithesland, Wikipedia Commons This is one aspect garnet. Wela49, Wikipedia Commons sample from China of Garnet Crystal with quartz. Geri parent garnets can be in all colors, but are usually seen in red colors. They are silicate, usually found to
be associated with pure silica, or quartz. Heliodor is also known as Golden Beryl. Parent Geri Heliotrop, also known as Bloodstone, is one of the gemstone forms of mineral chalsedoni. Raik, Wikipedia Commons hematite crystallizes in the rhembheadral crystal system. USGS Hematite is an iron (III) oxide mineral, (Fe2O3). Its color can range from metallic black or brown to brown
or red. Depending on phase infection, hematite can be antiferromagnetic, weak ferromagnetic or paramagnetic. The gemstone was discovered in North Carolina. Anne Helmstein is a green form of Hiddinite Spodumin (Y(SIO3) 2. It is sometimes sold as an affordable alternative to emeralds. Iolite is the name of gemstone-quality cordirite. Iolite is typically purple blue, but can be
seen as a yellowish brown stone. Vzb83, Wikipedia Commons Iolite is a magnesium iron aluminum cyclosicate. Non-gemstone minerals, cordirite, are commonly used to make ceramics of catalytic converters. Polished orbicular jasper from Madagascar. Wasyl, Wikipedia Commons Crystal of Kynite. Aelwyn (Creative Commons) Kyanite is a blue alumina. A nugget of polished
malachite. Calabasas is a copper carbonate with wikipedia commons malachite chemical formula Cu2CO3 (OH) 2. This green mineral can form monoclinic crystals, but is usually found extensively. Example of uncut Morganite crystals, the pink gemstone version of Beryl. This specimen came from a mine outside San Diego, CA Trinity Minerals Rose Quartz, sometimes detecting
the amount of titanium, iron, or manganese in large-scale quartz to make it pink. Color can come from thin fibers in large-scale materials. Pink quartz crystals can get their color from (rare) phosphate or aluminum. Public domain mass milky from Ozguy89, Barco River, Queensland, Australia. Photo of the specimen at the Natural History Museum, London. Argutang, Wikipedia
Commons opel's nerves in an iron-rich rock Photo taken from samples at the Natural History Museum, London. Aramgutang, Wikipedia Commons It's from Opel Yowah, Queensland, Australia. Opel is a mineraloid gel with typing water content from 3-20%. Noodle snacks, rough opel from Wikipedia Commons Nevada. Chris Ralph Opel has incompatible hydrated silicon dioxide:
SiO2·nH2O. The amount of water of most opals is from 3-5%, but it can be up to 20%. Opel accumulates in the form of a silicate gel in cracks around a variety of rock. Pearls are organic gems that are secreted by molluscs. They mainly contain calcium carbonate. George Oleschinski black pearl and shell containing it. This pearl is the product of black coated pearl oyster. Mila
ginkova pearls are produced by molluscs. They contain small crystals of calcium carbonate that have been deposited in thicker layers. Gemstone-quality olivine (chrysolite) is called peridot. Olivine is one of the most common minerals. S. Kitahashi, wikipedia.org Peridot is one of only a few gems that occurs in only one color: green. It is usually associated with lava. Olivine/Peridot
has an orthohombic crystal system. This formula is a magnesium iron silicate with 2SiO4. Quartz crystals. William Rosalie, www.morguefile.com quartz is silica or silicon dioxide (SiO2). Its crystals often form 6-sided glasses ending in a 6-sided pyramid. Quartz crystal is the most abundant mineral in the Earth's crust. Ken Hammond, USDA This is a picture of a quartz crystal.
Crystals of smoky quartz. Ken Hammond, USDA 1.41-carat aspect oval ruby. Brian Kel's precious gems are ruby, sapphire, diamond and emerald. Natural ruby contains the inclusion of rutile, which is called silk. Stones that do not include these defects will have undergone treatment in one form or another. Ruby Crystal before festing. Ruby mineral is the name given to the red
variety of Korundam (aluminium oxide). Adrian Pingstone, wikipedia.org ruby pink is red for Korundum (Al2O3::Cr). Korundam of any other color is called sapphire. Ruby has a trigonal crystal structure, which usually forms finished tabular hexagonal glasses. 422.99 Carat Logan Sapphire, National Museum of Natural History, Washington D. C Thomas Ruedas Sapphire gem is a
quality cordum found in any color other than red (ruby). Pure Korundam is colorless aluminum oxide (Al2O3). Although most people think of sapphires being blue, the gem can be found in almost any color due to the detection of the amount of metals like iron, chromium and titanium. This star Neelam Cabocon displays six-ray esterism. Lestatdelc, Wikipedia Commons a star
sapphire is a sapphire that displays asterism (is a 'star'). Esterism results from cutting needles of another mineral, often titanium dioxide minerals called rutiles. India's star is the 563.35 carat (112.67 g) brown blue star sapphire that was mined in Sri Lanka. Daniel Torres, Jr. Sodalite Minerals Contains blue samples such as and sodalite. This specimen comes from a creek running
through the Emerald Hollow mine in Hiddink, N.C. Anne Helmstein Sodalite is a beautiful royal blue mineral. It is a sodium aluminum silicate with chlorine (Na4Al3 (SiO4) 3Cl) spinals is a class of minerals that crystallize into the cubic system. They can be found in different colors. The chemical formula of S. Kitahashi Spinal is usually MgAl2O4 although its op can be zinc, iron,
manganese, aluminium, chromium, titanium or silicon and can be any member of the Anion Oxygen Family (CHALLAN). Sugilite or Luvulit is an unusual pink to purple cyclocylicate mineral. Simon Eugster Gemstone Photo Gallery Sunstone is a plagioclage feldspar which is sodium calcium aluminium silicate. Sunstone has the inclusion of red hematite that gives it a sun-glistening
appearance, leading to its popularity as a gemstone. Ra'ike, Creative Commons Tanzanite blue-purple gemstone is quality zoisite. Wela49, Wikipedia Commons Tanzanite has chemical formula (Ca2Al3(SiO4) (Si2O7) O (OH)) and an orthohombic crystal structure. It was discovered in Tanzania (as you might have guessed). Tanjanite exhibits strong trithroism and can appear
alternately purple, blue and green depending on its crystal orientation. Crystal of red topaz at the British Museum of Natural History. Argutang, Wikipedia Commons Crystal of Colorless Topaz to Pedra Azul, Minas Gerais, Brazil. Tom Epinodas Topaz is a mineral (Al2SiO4 (F, OH)2) that forms orthohombic crystals. Pure topaz is clear, but impurities can color a variety of colors to it.
The United States Geological Survey occurs in topaz orthohombic crystals. Topaz occurs in many colors, including clear (no impurities), gray, blue, brown, orange, yellow, green, pink and red pink. Heating the yellow topaz can make it pink. Radiating a light blue topaz can lead to a bright blue or dark blue stone. Tourmaline is a crystalline silicate mineral. This occurs in different
colors due to the presence of several potential metal ions. It is an emerald-cut tourmaline gemstone. Vela49, Wikipedia Commons tri-color albitite tourmaline with quartz from Crystal Himalaya Mine, California, USA. Chris Ralph Tourmaline is a silicate mineral that crystallizes in the triangle system. It has chemical formula (CA, K, NA) (AL, F, Lee, MG, MN) 3 (AL, CR, FE, V) 6
(BO3) 3 (SI, AL, B) 6O18 (oh, f) 4. Gemstone-quality tourmaline is found in various colours. There are also tri-colors, bi-colour and dechronic specimens. Turquoise pebbles that have been smoothed by tumbling. Adrian Pingstone Turquoise Chemical Formula CuAl6 (PO4) 4 (Oh) 8· There is an opaque mineral with 4H2O. It is in different shades of blue and green. Cubic zirconia or
CZ is a diamond smulant made of zirconium oxide. Gregory Phillips, free documentation license is cubic zirconia or CZ cube crystalline zirconium dioxide. The pure crystal is colorless and resembles diamonds when cut. It's a 12-sided Beryl Crystal from Colombia. green Beryl is called Panna. Rob Lavinsky, iRocks.com iRocks.com
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